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Abstract—Dynamic random access memory (DRAM)
reliability has become one of the critical issues in embedded
systems, as DRAM process technology advances with the
increase in bit error probability. Unfortunately, redundant
error-correction code (ECC) chips cannot be applied to embed-
ded systems since cores and DRAMs are tightly coupled without
a dual in-line memory module (DIMM) slot to account for
the form factor, cost, and limited pin count. Therefore, ECC
parities are typically placed in the same physical array where
the user and system data reside. This coexistence eventually
deteriorates data locality, which could be the critical factor
in DRAM performance degradation. To address this issue,
we propose an ECC scheme called locality-aware compression
(LoComp) which integrates a compression algorithm, DRAM
data layout, and memory controller especially optimized for
embedded systems. We focus on the locality of the dataset and
its corresponding metadata, as well as spatial data locality in the
design of DRAM data layout, which reduces the number of row
activations. The major feature in a compression algorithm is
adjusting the misalignment of data streams caused by the data
packing in many embedded systems. Moreover, we specialize the
memory controller to reduce DRAM access for ECC parities
and compression flags. The core technologies for the memory
controller are the adoption of a set of small caches for metadata
and the support of partial write operation without changing the
DRAM interface. LoComp+, an enhanced version of LoComp,
further reduces DRAM access for metadata by placing the
metadata close to the corresponding data. In the experiment,
previous works increase the DRAM access time from 68%
to over twice the value compared to ECC DIMM. Whereas,
LoComp and LoComp+ show reduced performance degradation
by 33% and 48%, respectively. In other words, LoComp
and LoComp+ substantially improved performance from
between 13% and 33% compared to previous embedded ECC
schemes.

Index Terms—Compression, dynamic random access memory
(DRAM), embedded systems, error-correction code (ECC), local-
ity, reliability, single error correction double error detection
(SECDED).

I. INTRODUCTION

SCALING of dynamic random access memory (DRAM)
process technology continuously reduces the DRAM
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cost-per-bit. However, concerns have been raised over DRAM
reliability stemming from deep submicron effects, such as the
limited number of electrons, process variation, and coupling
effects between intercells [1]. Such negative impacts on relia-
bility are among the critical bottlenecks to the further scaling
of DRAM technology. To address this concern, server and/or
datacenter systems are equipped with error-correction code
dual in-line memory modules (ECC DIMMs) or a high-level
reliability technique called Chipkill [2]. These technologies
isolate ECC parities (ECCs) from the data by placing the bits
into a separate DRAM chip; hence, data locality is not affected
by ECCs. In other words, system performance is not degraded
by adopting these technologies from the locality perspective.

The reliability issue of DRAMs is also critical in embedded
systems and many have adopted ECC schemes. Unfortunately,
aforementioned ECC techniques are not applicable to embed-
ded systems because of the form factor issue, costs, limited
pin counts, and so on. These limitations force system design-
ers to place ECCs and data within the same physical DRAM
space, which leads to two side effects.

First, the processor in the embedded system requires addi-
tional bandwidth and latency for ECC DRAMs. In server
systems, ECCs are stored in a separate DRAM chip; hence
the data and its ECC are fetched in parallel manner. In
contrast, embedded systems serially fetch them since they
are located in the same physical DRAM, which results in
additional bandwidth consumption per chip or performance
degradation.

Second, the mix of data and corresponding ECCs in the
same physical DRAM changes the physical address distance
between the data, which strongly impacts data locality in the
row buffer of DRAM. DRAM addressing is performed in
multiple phases [3]. The first phase requires the long latency of
precharge operation and row activation to move the entire row
data into the row buffer. In the second phase, the row buffer
serves data access after column access latency. Therefore, the
change of data locality can increase latency for the first phase,
and eventually degrade memory access performance.

Although these side effects are nonmarginal, many embed-
ded systems are employing ECC schemes to address con-
cerns over DRAM reliability. For instance, solid-state drives
(SSDs) use parity or ECC for mapping tables in DRAM
despite the bandwidth and performance degradation [4], since
data center systems require end-to-end data integrity, which
encompasses both the nonvolatile memory and internal buffer
memory [5]. Other interesting embedded ECC schemes that
maintain DRAM reliability without redundant ECC chips are
introduced in [6]–[9].
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One promising approach to tackle the abovementioned side
effects is compression. Simply speaking, compression reduces
the size of data to be fetched from DRAMs and largely reduces
the first side effect, which is the increased bandwidth by ECCs.
The storage overhead due to ECCs can be also reduced. Many
studies have proposed compression techniques for cache [10],
[11], main memory [12]–[14], SSD [15], [16], and GPU [17]
to improve performance and/or storage utilization. To identify
compression of data, it is necessary to have a compression flag
(CF), which increases the complexity of data fetched from the
DRAMs. The compression ratio can vary for each compress-
ible data, which also results in complex address computation.
To reduce this complexity, a fixed-size data layout has been
used in many compressors. This method is advantageous when
the compression ratio is higher than a certain threshold. In this
case, the target data is compressed enough to fit into the fixed
size with the ECC and the processor can fetch a cache line
with a single burst like normal data.

On the other hand, if the compression ratio of the target
data is lower than the threshold, the compressed data and ECC
cannot fit into the fixed size format. In this case, the leftovers1

must be stored somewhere else. Moreover, to track the leftover,
the CF should keep the information on the leftover location. It
is inevitable that the memory will be accessed multiple times
to fetch the leftovers. An even worse case is when the fit-in
data, leftovers, and CF are placed in different DRAM rows.
In this case, the processor needs to open the row more than
once, which results in expensive timing overhead compared to
when these are placed in the same row. However, placing these
three components in the same row could worsen the spatial
locality of the DRAM row buffer if the given workload has
a sequential property, since part of sequential data is expelled
to a different location because of limited row size. Therefore,
the data layout in compression schemes critically determines
the overall performance, which is a challenging task.

Another issue in compression schemes is the placement of
the compression engine. It is natural to place the compres-
sion engine with a last-level cache (LLC) at the early stage,
since the LLC is the entry point to the main memory from the
processor core. However, this approach increases the system
bus traffic caused by the leftovers when the compression rate
is lower than the threshold. Also, the storage controller in
several embedded systems often accesses the main memory
directly for paging. A good example of these systems is SSDs,
where the page mapping table is frequently swapped in and
out between the DRAM buffer and NAND flash memories.
This trend directs the compression engine to be placed at the
memory controller.

The last two issues to be discussed involve the access effi-
ciency of metadata (e.g., CF and ECC). First, it is obvious
that the CF should always be read before accessing the data
in DRAM to check whether the data is compressed or not.
Such overhead can be efficiently managed by adopting a flag
cache for storing frequently accessed CFs [12], since the CFs
of multiple cache lines can be accessed together with a single
DRAM burst. The impact of the flag cache is highly dependent
on its hit ratio.

1It can be data or ECCs depending the design of the data layout.

Second, the read–modify–write operation for modifying
the metadata strongly impacts metadata access efficiency [9].
Since the length of the metadata for a cache line is usually
shorter than a single DRAM burst, two DRAM bursts are
required to modify the metadata. Such overhead can be greatly
reduced by a partial write operation.

In short, the data layout of a compression scheme is very
important in the performance of embedded systems supporting
ECCs. Improvement of the compression ratio and data access
efficiency is another crucial factor in the performance of com-
pression schemes. These factors have directed us to propose a
novel compression scheme called locality-aware compression
(LoComp), which can be summarized as follows.

1) LoComp provides a data layout aimed at minimally
impacting the data locality of applications.

2) In conjunction with the proposed data layout, LoComp
effectively manages ECCs and CFs by utilizing a partial
write operation. Partial write operations allow access to
a byte (or once among bursts) of DRAM data, which is
very effective in reducing extra memory access.

3) We also enhanced LoComp for byte (or bit)-level data
packing algorithms. Therefore, we propose OB�I, by
extending the Base-delta-immediate (B�I) compression
algorithm [18]. OB�I shows higher compression ratio
for these applications.

4) We further enhanced LoComp by reorganizing CFs
through a tradeoff between the compression ratio and
DRAM access time. We call this enhanced version
LoComp+.

5) To demonstrate the effectiveness of LoComp and
LoComp+, we implemented a system level simula-
tion framework by extending GEM5 simulator [19] and
DRAMSim2 [20].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
we review important compression methods and the related
ECC schemes in Section II. In Section III, we address the
importance of aforementioned issues by showing motivat-
ing examples. We discuss LoComp and LoComp+, including
their data layout, compression method, and other details in
Section IV. Finally, we prove the effectiveness of LoComp
through extensive experiments in Section V followed by the
conclusion in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

In this section, we summarize prior embedded ECC schemes
specialized for main memory in four categories. First, we
review the concept of embedded ECC schemes and compres-
sion in main memory. The next two categories are dedicated to
ECC and compression algorithms in Sections II-B and II-C,
respectively. Finally, data layout and metadata management
issues are addressed as the third category in Section II-D.

A. Compression and Embedded ECC in Main Memory

Fig. 1(a) depicts the flow of a cache line between the LLC
and DRAMs. In most systems, the LLC line size is typically
64B. Also, a DRAM array consists of multiple DRAM chips.
More specifically, an 8 ×8 (8-bit wide) chips DRAM consists
of 8 DRAM chips, each of which has 8 data IO pins. In this
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Data flow and compression of cache lines in DRAM. (a) Data flow
of a 64B cache line. (b) Compression example of cache lines in DRAM.

configuration, the 64B of a cache line is formed by 8B from
each DRAM. Also, each DRAM chip has an internal buffer
called the row buffer [3]. Typically, it is implemented as sense
amplifiers and its size is 8 Kbit. When a cache miss occurs
in the LLC, a request for the cache line is transmitted to the
memory controller through a system bus. And the memory
controller conveys DRAM access commands on the DDRx
interface. If the requested cache line is in the row buffer of
DRAM, called the row buffer hit, the memory controller can
access the cache line after column access latency. Otherwise,
if the requested cache line is not in the row buffer, called
the row buffer miss, the cache line access requires the addi-
tional latency of precharge and row activation in a DRAM
cell array.

To reduce this latency, hardware compression in the memory
controller is a promising approach. The compression is per-
formed in a quantized manner. More specifically, a 64B cache
line is compressible if its compression ratio is higher than the
threshold. As an example, if both of two consecutive cache
lines requested to DRAM are compressible higher than or
equal to 50%, two cache lines can be compressed to one cache
line and stored to the same row address by one burst write as
shown in Fig. 1(b). In addition, if two cache lines have tempo-
ral locality in memory read requests, the request for the second
cache line causes the row buffer hit. In short, compression
changes the layout of cache lines in the row buffer.

In embedded ECCs, the coexistence of cache lines and
corresponding ECCs also impacts on the layout of the row
buffer. There are two major approaches for the data layout:
1) the deterministic offset approach and 2) the pointer-based
approach. Fig. 2(a) shows the deterministic offset approach
in case of DRAM write. When a cache line is evicted from
the LLC, each 8B (CL0–CL7) of a 64B cache line and
the corresponding ECCs are stored to the predetermined off-
set in a chip. Therefore, the address computation is very
simple, but the memory space overhead owing to ECCs can-
not be neglected. The memory-efficient pointer-based method
shown in Fig. 2(b) uses a pointer to access the leftover
directly.

B. Embedded ECC Algorithms

Typical memory systems for server systems adopt sin-
gle error correction, double error detection (SECDED) ECC
algorithms with a separate memory chip to store ECCs.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Data flow and layout for a 64B cache line and ECC in embedded
ECC. (a) Deterministic method. (b) Pointer method.

Chipkill-level ECC is another option, especially when data
integrity is a critical concern. It basically applies a symbolic
correction code [7], [14] and/or a multiple tiers code [7], [8]
to handle more error-prone conditions compared to SECDED
ECC algorithms. Owing to its nature, chipkill-level ECCs
require more redundant areas for ECC parities than SECDED
ECC algorithms. Memory systems with chipkill-level ECC
algorithms embed ECC parities in the data space for reducing
extra ECC parity chips.

On the other hand, area efficiency is a more critical factor
in client and/or embedded systems. For this reason, SECDED
embedded ECC algorithms are widely adopted, as discussed
in [6], [9], [12], and [13]. These are often implemented based
on a (72, 64) Hamming code to encode a 64-bit message to
a 72-bit codeword with eight redundant bits, where seven bits
are used as Hamming parity (m = 7) and the remaining one
bit is used as even parity.

C. Compression Algorithms for Embedded ECC Schemes

B�I [18] and frequent pattern compression (FPC) [21]
are widely adopted for main memory compression [22].
Compression algorithms based on LZ or Huffman coding have
high latency/area overhead but provide high compression ratio.
In contrast, B�I and FPC can be implemented with sim-
ple hardware, which takes 1 or 2 cycles for compression or
decompression. Therefore, these algorithms are suitable for
embedded systems. B�I exploits the similarity between the
words within a cache line. A cache line can be substantially
compressed, since B�I stores a base word and deltas which
are the difference between the base word and other words.
Recent works have modified B�I to have more compressible
cache lines by using multiple bases [18] or increasing the base
size and delta size [14]. FPC also exploits word-level similar-
ity like B�I. In FPC, the reference pattern is not given by
the base word of each line, but the special patterns are prede-
termined. For identified words to be compressed, it encodes
each word as a predetermined prefix and compressed data.
FPC has high compression ratio, especially for sign-extended
words and words consisting of repetitive bytes. The compres-
sion ratios of these algorithms depends on address alignment.
More specifically, the similarity between compression chunks
is low if the start address of a cache line is misaligned with
the start address of the chunk.

Although LoComp is a generalized approach that can be
integrated with any main memory compression algorithm,
LoComp adopts B�I and FPC that are well suitable for
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embedded systems. Moreover, LoComp provides an extended
feature to manage such misalignment to achieve higher com-
pression ratio.

D. Data Layout and Metadata Management for Embedded
ECC Schemes

As data layout and metadata management mainly contribute
to memory access efficiency, they are often synergistically
designed with compression algorithms to achieve globally
optimal memory access efficiency. In this section, we first
review compression algorithm-independent data layout tech-
niques, and then address data layout techniques customized
for specific compression algorithms.

1) Compression Algorithm Independent Data Layout: Data
layouts for embedded ECC schemes have been studied to
improve specific performance metrics.

Mini-rank [6] focuses on dynamic power consumption,
which is one of the critical issues in DIMM-type memory
systems. To address this issue, the authors split a memory
rank into subranks, which are controlled independently by
an additional controller on DIMM. For ECC implementation,
they adopted an embedded ECC scheme and data layout with
Chinese remainder mapping (CRM) [23] that eliminates the
overhead of a division operation.

While Mini-rank focuses on power efficiency, E3CC [9]
concentrates on the bandwidth utilization of DDRx by sup-
porting full-rank architecture. The data layout in the E3CC
architecture is exactly matched to the burst size of the main
memory. When a cache line is accessed by the host processor,
the corresponding ECC line is simultaneously fetched. Only
one out of eight parities in the ECC line is utilized for the
cache line, and the remaining seven parities are stored in the
ECC cache for future use. E3CC also tackled the address map-
ping scheme by employing biased CRM (BCRM), a modified
CRM to maintain row locality.

Virtualized ECC [7] proposes two-tier ECC protection for
power-efficient chipkill-level ECCs. For this purpose, each tier
detects and corrects errors independently. The OS takes charge
of address translation for two-tier codes from the physical
address of LLC, like virtual address translation. LOT-ECC [8]
further generalizes Virtualized ECC by employing multiple
levels of localized and tiered error protection to reduce latency.
However, it entails larger area overhead than Virtualized ECC.

2) Compression Algorithm Specific Data Layout: The
compression-specific data layout requires a more sophisti-
cated design than the compression-independent data layout.
In other words, it should consider the location of metadata,
which indicates whether the corresponding data is compressed
or not.

MemZip [12] tries to reduce the number of write/read
(WR/RD) commands by compressing data into subranked
memory organization. For instance, if all cache lines are com-
pressed by 50%, the main memory bandwidth utilization can
be doubled. It is obvious that MemZip is quite effective in
reducing the WR/RD command execution. For this purpose,
MemZip organizes the 8 KB row buffer of a memory chip
with 112 data cache lines, 14 ECC lines, and a metadata line.
Therefore, 16 data cache lines become leftovers because of the
ECC lines and metadata lines. The leftovers must be placed

in a different row, called an overflow row. There is also extra
performance overhead from opening rows multiple times due
to the overflow rows.

To avoid the metadata overhead, COP [13] implements the
identification of compression with SECDED. Thus, a row
buffer of main memory can contain more data cache lines
compared to MemZip. However, the main drawback is the
undetectable errors of SECDED, with error probability of
approximately 7.8 × 10−3, in the case of m = 7 [24]. COP
eventually keep aliasing cache lines which caused confusion
in compression identification. COP defines a separate address
region for leftovers. Each cache line includes a pointer to the
leftovers when the cache line is incompressible. In this case,
COP requires additional memory access for the leftovers. It
also requires the LLC to have a cache tag for pointers to effi-
ciently retrieve or invalidate the pointers. COP may degrade
the spatial locality since it places leftovers in a different
address region.

FECC [14] place ECCs with compressed data similar to
COP, but its target is chipkill-level, which requires larger
space for ECCs compared to the aforementioned works. FECC
places the protected CF ahead of the corresponding data cache
line and encodes CF along with the data for ECCs. With this
layout, it is possible to reduce the memory access frequency.
The limitation of FECC is the predetermined addressing of
leftovers without considering the locality.

III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section, we provide motivating examples about the
applicability of compression and the impact of the data lay-
out or data locality in the row buffer of DRAM. Memory
compression increases memory capacity without area over-
head in modern embedded or mobile systems, which can
reduce the storage access that has large latency. For exam-
ple, in typical SSDs, the huge mapping information of the
flash translation layer (FTL) is cached to DRAMs to hide
the long latency of NAND flash memories. 4TB SSD [25]
adopts 4 GB DRAM for this purpose. However, the increase of
DRAM capacity causes the increase of cost as well as power
consumption. To mitigate this issue, compression is one of
the most appropriate candidates by compressing metadata to
be stored to the DRAM cache. On the other hand, compres-
sion can become an overhead for many other programs (e.g.,
multimedia applications), since their data is inherently com-
pressed. In Fig. 3(a), we analyzed the percentage of cache
lines with its compression ratio exceeding the threshold of
14.1% for several SPEC2006 benchmarks, bbench for a mobile
benchmark, and the FTL benchmark called DFTL [26]. For the
compression algorithm, we used B�I and FPC. When cache
line accesses are requested to DRAM, the compressor in the
memory controller compresses or decompresses on a cache
line basis.

In short, the applicability of a compression scheme is
highly dependent on the characteristics of applications, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). For instance, libquantum shows a com-
pression ratio less than 15%, while the compression ratios of
DFTL and bbench are 89% and 98%, respectively. It is obvi-
ous that outstanding compression algorithms will show better
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Compressible cache lines ratio and row buffer miss ratio for some
benchmarks. (a) Compressible cache lines ratio. (b) Row buffer miss ratio.

performance, since they generate less leftovers. Many previous
works have already discussed the importance of compression
engines [22].

Next, we analyzed the impact of the data layout in embed-
ded ECCs from a spatial locality perspective. Typically, the
total size of the row buffer of DRAM chips is 8 KB, which
corresponds to 128 cache lines. If the application has a strong
spatial locality, 128 cache lines in a row buffer can be fetched
with a single open row operation. However, spatial local-
ity is damaged by the metadata in embedded ECCs because
some cache lines have to be moved to overflow row(s), which
increases row activation and the row buffer miss ratio. In
Fig. 3(b), two solid lines (square for ECC DIMM and rhombus
for MemZip, a deterministic offset approach) clearly show the
impaired spatial locality due to the embedded ECC. The miss
rate indicated by the solid line with square markers is opti-
mal, since the inherent spatial locality of each application is
not disturbed by the metadata, such as ECCs in ECC DIMM.
Reduced spatial locality in embedded ECC is inevitable due
to the leftovers which do not satisfy the given compression
threshold. The row buffer miss ratio in MemZip decreases
by an average 18% compared to the optimal ratio. A similar
trend can be observed with the pointer-based method, even
though the row buffer miss ratio is lower compared to the
deterministic offset method.

If we reorganized the layout to place the data cache line and
corresponding metadata in the same row, the row miss ratio
drops to a level similar to the optimal (difference under 3%),
as shown by the dotted line with circle markers in Fig. 3(b).
Finally, this example shows the importance of managing meta-
data such as CFs. The dashed line with triangle markers shows
the impact of the flag cache to exploit the temporal locality of
CFs. For applications such as bbench, bzip2, and libquantum,
the row buffer miss ratio of MemZip is comparable to that
of ECC DIMM by compensating the impaired spatial locality
with the temporal locality. But it also shows that the flag cache
is effective only for applications that show strong temporal
behavior.

To summarize, data layout is a crucial design parame-
ter of embedded ECC systems for the spatial locality of
DRAM row buffer as well as compression ratio. Temporal
locality exploitation using flag cache can further enhance
the performance of the system, especially when the applica-
tions show highly temporal behavior. The proposed LoComp

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Memory access flow with the controller of LoComp. (a) Write flow.
(b) Read flow.

synergistically integrates these three design parameters and its
details will be discussed in Section IV.

IV. LOCOMP DESIGN

LoComp is a generalized approach that can be integrated
with any memory controller. In Fig. 4, we illustrate the
read and write flows of a memory controller equipped with
LoComp, respectively. The write flow of LoComp is shown
in Fig. 4(a). Once a host processor issues a write request,
the memory controller holds the request in a queue. While
the request is in the queue, LoComp compresses a cache line
to make space for ECC, similar to COP. In the compressor,
LoComp enhances the B�I algorithm to make more com-
pressible blocks for cache lines containing the packed data
structures or random variables. At the same time, LoComp
performs address translation to identify the location of the data
to be placed. LoComp provides the data layout with minimal
impact on locality and fits a compressed cache line, ECC, and
CF into a same row buffer of DRAM. In contrast, existing
approaches such as COP and MemZip break the row locality
and increase DRAM access time. After these two operations,
the ECC encoder generates ECCs and both CFs and ECCs are
cached in LoComp. In contrast, only one of them is cached in
existing approaches. In the final step, all these data are writ-
ten sequentially to the corresponding memory location. At this
time, LoComp exploits the partial write of a single byte unit to
reduce read–modify–write operations for 1-byte CFs through
controlled chip select (CS) signals, while the granularity of
data masking is 8 bytes in conventional DRAMs. Note that
LoComp is implemented in a pipelined fashion. Therefore, its
latency penalty is marginal when it handles burst requests. The
read behavior, which is the reverse of write flow, is also shown
in Fig. 4(b).

A. ECC Algorithm

LoComp does not employ the chipkill ECC algorithm
but the SECDED algorithm for area efficiency in embedded
systems. Table I shows the failure in time (FIT) compari-
son between (72, 64) SECDED for LoComp and (136, 128)
In-memory SECDED for commercial LPDDR4 [27]. The sim-
plified error model assumes randomness of bit flips, and
the probability of a single-bit error in one hour is referred
from [28]. (72, 64) SECDED reduces FIT by 56% compared
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TABLE I
ERROR PROBABILITY ACCORDING TO ECC ALGORITHMS

to (136, 128) SECDED of LPDDR4 that is popularly used in
embedded systems for low power. Since (72, 64) SECDED
of LoComp shows lower FIT than the commercial in-memory
SECDED of LPDDR4, it ensures that DRAM is sufficiently
reliable for embedded systems.

Although the raw FIT that corrupts adjacent column cells
is 1.4 × 10−4 times lower than that of a single-bit error [8],
it is possible to extend LoComp to support ECC algorithms
for multibit error correction due to its flexibility. For instance,
LoComp can provide (532, 512) or (542, 512) BCH codes
for two-bit or three-bit error correction, respectively, in a
64B cache line. Their FIT is lower than (72, 64) SECDED
as shown in Table I. However, BCH requires long decod-
ing latency and hardware overhead to solve an error location
polynomial. LoComp can also provide an interleaving tech-
nique [29], [30] for burst error correction up to 8-bit per a
64B cache line because interleaving is an orthogonal technique
to LoComp.

B. Compression Algorithm

The B�I compression algorithm is designed for word-level
aligned data representation. Fig. 5 shows the typical B�I for-
mat, where the base is the first 4B (or 8B) data chunk of each
cache line. Every 4B (or 8B) chunk succeeding the base can
be compressed as 1B � by computing the difference between
the base and each chunk. The basic assumption in this algo-
rithm is that the dataset is aligned in word level, which is
quite reasonable for modern computer architectures. However,
the programming model in many embedded systems allows
misaligned data representation by packing data for memory
efficiency [31]. For instance, structures and/or structure arrays
are good packing candidates. The top example in Fig. 6(a)
shows that the start address of the Structure array is misaligned
with the compression chunk due to the 1B packed variable.
This misalignment diminishes the similarity between a base
word and delta words in B�I. To resolve this problem, OB�I
of LoComp considers an offset field prior to the base field,
as shown in Fig. 6(b). To adjust the misalignment, the size of
offset field varies from 1B to 3B.

Another effective feature of OB�I is data masking for
highly incompressible data. This feature is effective even for
word-level aligned data representation. OB�I also considers
the case where a structure is aligned but has a random variable,
as the second example depicted in Fig. 6(a). The Structure
array will have low similarity with this variable owing to its
randomness. A simple example of this case is the array for
time logging, where the LSB of logged time is random. On
the other hand, the similarity of the MSB excluding the LSB is
high. Eventually, more structures turn into compressible data
if the LSB is masked. For byte-level masking, OB�I provides
the second format shown in Fig. 6(b). Though a masked byte

Fig. 5. Typical B�I formats.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. OB�I formats and compression examples. (a) Examples for
the packed structure, and the structure including a incompressible random
variable. (b) Optimized B�I formats.

remains in a delta field, its compression efficiency improves
when the MSBs of the 4B chunks in a cache line show similar-
ity. The performance improvement of OB�I will be discussed
in detail in Section V-B. Although OB�I enhances compres-
sion ratio, OB�I increases comparators in the compressor by
four times compared to single-base B�I, but has the same
hardware overhead as multiple-base B�I [18]. In addition,
this hardware overhead of the compressor can be reduced by
75% by pipelined implementation for a 64-bit system bus.
The decompressor of OB�I requires marginal hardware over-
head, since each algorithm selectively operates with a common
decompressor.

LoComp provides another compression algorithm, FPC for
achieving higher compression ratio. LoComp uses a 3-bit
prefix to indicate the compressed formula of every word,
which is similar to the original FPC introduced in [21].

To distinguish the compression formats, LoComp requires
slightly higher compression ratio compared to conventional
B�I and FPC. While a 64B cache line must be compressed
to less than or equal to 56B to have the space for 8B ECC
in conventional B�I or FPC, LoComp requires a cache line
to be compressed to less than or equal to 55B and utilizes
1B to store compression information. More specifically, the
1B compression information consists of the MSB indicating
the compression algorithm and the remaining bits indicating
the submechanism of each compression algorithm. LoComp
executes both compression algorithms in parallel and takes the
higher compression result, like other compression schemes.

C. Data Layout in DRAM Row Buffer

LoComp provides the deterministic layout for compress-
ible cache lines regardless of the compression ratio for simple
address calculation. Therefore, it requires a total redundancy
of 14.3%, which includes 12.5% and 1.8% of ECCs and CFs,
respectively. Moreover, LoComp provides the specialized data
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. LoComp physical layout for ECC and CF. (a) LoComp physical
layout in a row. (b) Sequence of cache lines in a chip0.

layout to improve performance by considering the following
two localities.

First, the data layout should not break the physical address
sequence of the cache line to prevent redundant row acti-
vations. However, the address translation of embedded ECC
schemes often breaks this sequence. Typically, this address
translation raises the hardware overhead, such as a divider.
If the number of cache line in a row is 112, it is not a
power of two. To eliminate the division overhead, Mini-rank
uses CRM [23], which requires only two modular calcula-
tions instead of division. However, it impairs row locality
since the cache lines of contiguous physical addresses exist
in separate rows. To resolve this issue, BCRM [9] adds a bias
factor to CRM. LoComp follows BCRM to calculate primitive
addresses of the cache line.

Second, to avoid impairing row locality for all memory
accesses, including ECCs or CFs, LoComp places a data cache
line with its corresponding ECC and CF in the same row. With
this layout, it is possible to fetch each data cache line with
a single open row, even in the worst case where these three
types of access occur consecutively. Fig. 7(a) depicts a row of
chip0 in an 8 × 8 chips architecture, shown in Fig. 2. A row
consists of 112 cache lines, 14 ECC lines, and two CF lines,
as shown in Fig. 7(a). CL0 represents the first 8B data among
a 64B cache line in a row of chip0, while ECC represents the
8B ECC which are eight parities corresponding to eight CL0.
CF0 and CF1 correspond to the CFs—each for 56 sequential
cache lines, respectively.

CRM and BCRM map a given address x into a pair of inte-
gers (u, v) with 0 ≤ x ≤ p·m−1, only if p and m are coprime.
Assuming that the address scheme is row:bank:column and a
full address is d, the generalized formulas of BCRM are as
follows:

x = d � S, o = d mod 2S (1)

b(x) = (x − (x mod m)) mod 2B

r(x) = ((x − (x mod m)) � B) mod 2R (2)

c(x, o) = ((x mod m) � S) + o

where 2S is the cache line number in subrow, 2B is the number
of bank, and 2R is row number in a bank. The subrow address
x, and the offset address o in a subrow is defined as (1). In (2),
b(x) is the bank address and r(x) is the row address, where m
is the coprime number with 2(B+R) and c(x, o) is the primi-
tive column address. For example, assuming that the memory
consists of one bank with four rows as shown in Fig. 7(b), a
row consists of seven subrows and each subrow has 16 cache
lines. In other words, 2R is 4 and m is 7 in (1). Although the
sequence of rows is changed (0 → 3 → 2 → 1), the sequence
has no impact on row locality and the sequentiality of cache
lines within a row lasts.

In addition to maintaining the locality of cache line with
BCRM, LoComp extends BCRM formulas as defined in (3) to
prevent damage to the row locality of memory access, includ-
ing ECCs or CFs. Each column address for data cache line
ECC and CF is dc(x, o), ec(x, o), and fc(x, o), where C, E,
F, and T are the number of data cache lines, ECC lines, CF
lines, and total lines in a row, respectively. CH is the number
of data cache line in a half row and 2P is the number of ECCs
in an ECC line

dc(x, o) =
{

c(x, o) if c(x, o) < CH

c(x, o)+EH +FH otherwise

ec(x, o) =
{

(c(x, o)�P)+CH if c(x, o) < CH

(c(x, o)�P)+C+FH otherwise
(3)

fc(x, o) =
{

TH −1 if c(x, o) < CH

T−1 otherwise.

Although the row size of commercial DRAMs is 8K,
LoComp aligns data, ECC, and CF lines with 4K in 8K
rows to support fine-grained row architecture, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). Recent works have proposed different implementa-
tions of fine-grained DRAM architecture to reduce latency or
energy [32], [33]. Basically, these prior works reduced the row
size to 4K. In embedded or mobile systems that are targets of
LoComp, latency and energy are important metrics. Therefore,
LoComp aligns the data layout with 4K to make it suitable for
fine-grained DRAM architecture.

The modular calculation of 2n involves the selection of LSB
bits in a binary word of length n. The simple implementation
of this is bit masking. The modular calculation of 7 is sim-
plified by adders and some registers [34]. Moreover, the shift
operation is implemented by a bitwise connection and the add
operation is a bitwise concatenation of the modular result and
o as the bottom equation of (3). Since other add operations
are arithmetic calculations with constants, we can implement
address mapping logic with small HW overhead.

D. Request Management

Each cache line requires a 1-bit CF which indicates whether
a cache line is compressible or not. LoComp protects CF with
(8,4) SECDED for reliability. For this purpose, LoComp uti-
lizes an 8-bit codeword followed by three reserved bits which
are padded by zeros. Also, m is chosen as 3, since the (8, 4)
Hamming code provides lower undetected error probability
than when m is 2 [24]. Fig. 8(a) shows that a 64B CF line
includes flag bits for 56 cache lines. LoComp supports both
four chips with narrow bandwidth organization, as well as two
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. CF layout. (a) For 8 ×8 chips. (b) For 4 ×8 chips.

Fig. 9. Write timing for partial write of CF.

chips with wide bandwidth organization to tradeoff power effi-
ciency and performance. Fig. 8(b) shows the layout of CF for
four-chip organization. If a cache line is compressible, a 64B
cache line is split into two 32B burst accesses with a 32-bit
channel width and requires one CF line access.

Even if a cache line is incompressible, LoComp provides
the access efficiency of metadata using two request manage-
ment methods. First, LoComp manages the metadata with two
separate small caches. If a read request is issued for incom-
pressible data, LoComp accesses three columns to read a CF
line, an ECC line, and a data cache line in the worst case.
When an incompressible read request enters the controller in
8 × 8 chips organization with a 64-bit data bus, LoComp has
to consume the unnecessary bandwidth (56B ECC and 63B
CFs) for other cache lines. This is because the default burst
length of commercial DDR3 is eight. To avoid this inefficiency,
LoComp includes small ECC and flag caches in the memory
controller, as shown in Fig. 4. The size of the ECC cache is
256B and consists of four blocks, each with the size 64B. The
size of the flag cache is 252B and it has 36 blocks of 56-bit
size. The size of a block in the flag cache is exactly matched to
the number of decoded flag bits in a 64B CF line. To prevent
performance degradation, the flag cache has more blocks than
the ECC cache because LoComp always accesses the CF for
every data request, unlike ECCs.

However, when a write request is incompressible and ECC
or flag cache miss occurs, LoComp should perform read–
modify for the fetched ECC or CF line and write each evicted
line to the main memory. To enhance performance by reducing
unnecessary access, LoComp first uses the data mask (DM)
signal of a DDRx specification. Each DM bit can mask data
bytes (DQ) for any cycle of the burst, but DM can only be used
for the ECC partial write and not for CF because the minimum

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Logical layout for a cache line. (a) For LoComp. (b) For LoComp+.

masking granularity is 8 bytes in the 8 × 8 chips. To reduce
the granularity of the partial write without additional DM pins,
LoComp exploits the CS signal. In conventional DRAMs, the
CS signal is active-low and always in a low state. In contrast,
LoComp controls the CS and DM signal for the 1B partial
write. Fig. 9 illustrates the timing of a single request to write
1B CF of chip0 partially with CS and DM. First, LoComp
disables the CS signal of chips except chip0 to mask chip1 to
chip7 during Active and WR/RD commands. LoComp enables
DM of chip0 to mask all data except the third data during the
burst transfer. The implementation overhead for controlling the
CS signal is small because CS does not require high-speed IO
pads, such as DQ or DQS pads.

E. LoComp+: Enhanced LoComp for CF Management

When a cache line is compressible and a flag cache miss
occurs, LoComp needs to access DRAM twice—one for a CF
line and one for a data line including ECC. To eliminate the
access for CF, we propose a modified LoComp data layout
called LoComp+. A few previous works have attempted to
reduce the overhead of CF access. For instance, COP relies
on the probability of the Hamming code for this purpose.
However, it cannot avoid the inherent overhead for manag-
ing the aliasing cache lines in LLC. FECC avoids overhead
by placing the ECC flag in the data field. Although this feature
enables FECC to access the memory only once for compress-
ible cache lines, FECC has two critical limitations. One is
the predetermined addressing of leftovers without consider-
ing locality. The other is the need to fetch leftovers from the
memory controller to the LLC, which increases the system bus
traffic and does not support reliable swap operation directly
with I/O devices.

We compare the logical data layouts of LoComp and
LoComp+ in Fig. 10. The major change in LoComp+ com-
pared with LoComp is the location of the 1B flag field. More
specifically, the CF is located at the first LSB in LoComp+.
This relocation of CF requires a higher compression ratio for
the compressible cache line, since 1B in the data field has to
be used for CF. However, the increase in compression ratio
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Fig. 11. Cumulative compressible ratio with compression schemes.

TABLE II
SIMULATION PLATFORM CONFIGURATION

for the compressible line is marginal, meaning that the overall
ratio of compressible ratios is rarely affected. With this lay-
out, it is possible to fetch the compressible cache line with a
single memory access. In the case of an incompressible cache
line, LoComp+ places the 1B leftover of 64B data in the flag
field, while LoComp places the flag and its ECC in the flag
field. Therefore, there are four blocks of 64B in the flag cache
of LoComp+, which is different from the number and size of
blocks in LoComp. Although LoComp+ requires higher com-
pression ratio and has fewer blocks for the same cache size,
performance improvement through metadata relocation is sig-
nificant. The detailed simulation results will be presented in
Section V-C.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

We evaluated LoComp in the GEM5 simulation environ-
ment [19]. We used the ARM core configuration of GEM5
for mimicking embedded or mobile systems. We have inte-
grated DRAMSim2 [20] into GEM5 to accurately evaluate
the impact of LoComp on DRAMs. The simulator config-
uration used in our experiments is summarized in Table II.
We implemented the proposed compression algorithms in the
DRAMSim2 wrapper of GEM5 and modified the address
transaction of DRAMSim2 to verify the improved performance
of LoComp. We used the DRAM timing parameters of Micron
DDR3 datasheet [35].

For our simulations, we employed various workloads which
are memory-intensive applications. As shown in Table III,
there are 23 workloads from SPEC2006 benchmarks [36] with
reference inputs, as well as the PARSEC benchmark [37] with
larger inputs than a medium-sized input. We also used the
DFTL workload to evaluate LoComp with SSD applications.
DFTL is one of the FTLs using page-level address mapping.

TABLE III
WORKLOADS

We also used bbench [38] to appreciate the performance of
LoComp in an Android environment. The bbench is a bench-
mark that tests a browser’s page rendering performance. For
each workload, we simulated over 5 million memory requests
for each benchmark from the boot time of the Ubuntu Natty
or Android ICS OS. To avoid the initialization effect owing
to the compressible all zero data or the boot process, the
performance statistics are calculated for the last 4 million
requests. Although all zero data with high compression ratio
is favorable to LoComp, we discarded first 1 million or more
requests to obtain practical compression results. The 4 million
requests were taken from 0.4 billion to 11 billion CPU cycles,
depending on the benchmarks.

B. Evaluation of Compression Algorithms

Whenever DRAM requests enter the DRAMSim2 wrapper,
the simulator determines whether the request is compressible
or not according to compression algorithms. Fig. 11 shows the
cumulative compressible ratio using each compression algo-
rithm. Compressibility improved by an average 5% for the
whole benchmarks by adjusting misaligned compression tar-
gets. In particular, there is improvement of up to 10% in the
DFTL workload because it has lots of packed data structures
and mapping tables. Some benchmarks showed poor com-
pressibility during simulations. In bzip2, compressibility was
less than 50% because bzip2 was the compression application
and half of the data used in memory was already compressed
by this application. Libquantum and omnetpp showed less
compressibility compared to other benchmarks because the
incompressible data for the quantum computing algorithm and
Ethernet network events were accessed, respectively, by the
CPU during the evaluation time. Although high compressibil-
ity is important for LoComp to improve performance, another
purpose of LoComp is to further improve the performance of
benchmarks with poor compressibility by reducing memory
access. Fig. 12 shows the stacked ratio of compressible cache
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Fig. 12. Breakdown of compression scheme for different benchmarks.

Fig. 13. Breakdown of OB�I for different benchmarks.

lines for each compression algorithm except all zero patterns.
Since all compression algorithms can compress the cache line
of all zero patterns, it is meaningful to analyze compres-
sion algorithms by excluding all zero patterns. The proportion
of cache lines compressed by B�I, OB�I, and FPC are
54%, 8%, and 38%, respectively. Fig. 13 shows the stacked
ratio of compressible cache lines for the two optimizations
of OB�I, except for the benchmarks that have no improve-
ment with OB�I. Among the increased compressible cache
lines by OBDI, the improvement due to optimization with
the offset averaged 82% and the improvement using the mask
was 18%.

Since LoComp+ requires 1B extra free space than LoComp
to place the encoded CF within data fields, it increases the
minimum threshold of the compression ratio from 14.1% to
15.6%. Fig. 14 shows that LoComp+ has 0.8% fewer com-
pressible cache lines than LoComp. The slight difference of
0.8% did not affect performance. In short, LoComp+ can
enhance performance by eliminating CF access in the case of
compressible cache lines. As the exceptional application, the
compressible ratio decreased by 7.5% in the omnetpp bench-
mark. For this benchmark, LoComp+ decreased performance
by 10% compared with LoComp.

C. Performance Results

For the performance evaluation, we compared six SECDED
ECC schemes. The two ECC schemes are ECC DIMM and
E3CC. ECC DIMM showed the best performance since the
inherent locality of each cache line was not disturbed by the
metadata. Therefore, the DRAM access time of ECC schemes
was normalized to ECC DIMM. E3CC is an embedded ECC
scheme that considers locality. Other two schemes were COP
and MemZip, which exploited compression. We included these
schemes in the experimental group to evaluate the differences
in performance according to data layout and request manage-
ment. The remaining methods are our proposed LoComp and
LoComp+. The ECC schemes except ECC DIMM adopted the
cache for ECCs or CFs. E3CC includes the 512B ECC cache,
which is the smallest cache size among previous studies. To
evaluate the schemes under the same conditions, we set the

Fig. 14. Proportion of compressible cache lines for 14.1% and 15.6%
minimum compression ratio.

maximum cache size for each scheme to 512B, and the same
compression algorithms were applied to these ECC schemes.
COP should keep L1, L2, and L3 valid bit blocks to find an
empty ECC entry. Therefore, we assigned part of the cache for
valid bit blocks and the rest excluding valid bit blocks in the
512B cache is used for ECC entries. We evaluated MemZip
with the 512B flag cache because MemZip utilizes only one
metadata cache. LoComp and LoComp+ include the 256B
ECC cache and 252B flag cache. We decided on the cache
size in a heuristic way to obtain the best performance. In addi-
tion, we evaluated the ECC schemes under the environment
where ECC schemes cannot utilize the LLC. We already men-
tioned why the request manager or the compression engine
for ECCs and CFs cannot be located with the LLC in
Section I.

1) DRAM Access Time: Fig. 15 shows the measured
DRAM access time of the selected benchmarks. Compared
to ECC DIMM, E3CC increased DRAM access time by 68%
for the whole benchmarks, while COP and MemZip increased
it by an average of 81% and 110%, respectively. Even though
COP and MemZip utilized compression algorithms, these
schemes had greater overhead than the pure embedded ECC,
E3CC, because some applications have compressible cache
lines less than 50%, as well as break the row locality. In con-
trast, LoComp and LoComp+ showed the least performance
degradation, at 48% and 33%, respectively. More specifically,
LoComp+ showed DRAM access time similar to ECC DIMM
in dftl, bbench, mcf, sjeng, bwaves, and milc benchmarks.
This indicates that LoComp+ can maintain both data reli-
ability and execution time similar to ECC DIMM without
additional ECC chips. Interestingly, LoComp and LoComp+
had lower access time compared to ECC DIMM, at 22% and
26%, respectively, in gcc benchmarks, since their reorganized
data layout accelerated the bank interleaving while maintaining
row locality. In contrast, COP increased DRAM access time
by over three times compared to ECC DIMM because it sig-
nificantly impaired the locality of a data sequence to access
ECC entries.

2) Performance Sensitivity to Compression Ratio:
Fig. 16(a) shows the proportion of compressible cache lines
and DRAM access time normalized to ECC DIMM. The line
graphs of COP and MemZip indicate no correlation between
the portion of compressible cache lines and DRAM access
time because these schemes have long DRAM access time
for several applications. This long access time is attributed to
their breaking of the row locality while accessing leftovers
and/or metadata. MemZip showed exceptional performance
degradation of up to three times to access the extra row,
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Fig. 15. Comparison of DRAM access time normalized to ECC DIMM between LoComp and prior ECC schemes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16. Effect of compressibility, flag cache, and request pattern on
performance. (a) Effect of the portion of compressible cache lines. (b) Effect
of the hit ratio of flag cache. (c) Effect of the request pattern.

breaking locality even when benchmarks have high compress-
ibility, such as cactusADM and sjeng. As a noticeable case, the
fluidanimate benchmark has low compressibility of less than
65% and MemZip often accessed the data row and separated
the extra row alternately. Therefore, MemZip has 3.5 times
longer access time. On the other hand, the accessed data were
within the same row under the data layout of LoComp. The
line graphs of LoComp and LoComp+ gradually decreased as
compressible cache lines increased, except for libquantum and
bzip2 benchmarks. As expected, these benchmarks had fewer
compressible cache lines, but LoComp and LoComp+ showed
access times similar to benchmark results that were compress-
ible by at least 80%. This is because these benchmarks have
high locality.

3) Performance Variation With Cache and Request Pattern:
Fig. 16(b) plots the hit ratios of a flag cache and DRAM access
times of each ECC scheme. The hit ratio is one of the tem-
poral locality indices. Although COP has an ECC cache and
MemZip has a metadata cache, these schemes break the spatial
locality when they access the physical address of data, ECC
and CF sequentially. This is why the line graphs of COP and
MemZip were not correlated with the cache hit ratio. E3CC
has moderate correlation with the hit ratio of the flag cache
because it has only an ECC cache and the number of blocks in
the ECC cache is less than the number of flag caches. LoComp
and LoComp+ were significantly correlated with the hit ratio
of the flag cache, except for the benchmarks with high com-
pressibility, such as mcf, astar, and dftl. LoComp+ showed
enhanced performance compared to LoComp for benchmarks
with flag cache hit ratio less than approximately 50%. If the
hit ratio increased, LoComp had slightly less DRAM access
time compared to LoComp+ because of the high hit ratio
within the flag cache. On the other hand, in cactusADM and
sjeng, LoComp+ significantly reduced access time compared
to LoComp because these benchmarks have high compress-
ible ratio, and LoComp+ does not have to access CF lines
for the compressible cache line. As shown in these applica-
tions, even when the application has low temporal locality,
LoComp+ can overcome this drawback with high compression
ratio and compression-aware data layout in order to improve
performance.

LoComp and LoComp+ were not affected by a request
pattern as shown in Fig. 16(c). They increased access time
exceptionally in the omnetpp benchmark. It is not that the
proposed schemes were affected by a request pattern but that
both the compressible ratio and hit ratio of the flag cache were
less than 50% in these benchmarks. However, COP decreased
performance as the ratio of write increased. This is because
COP needed to retrieve the existing pointer for every write
request to determine the address of an ECC entry for an incom-
pressible cache line, or to invalidate the existing pointer for a
compressible cache line.

D. HW Overhead and Power Results

We synthesized the logic of compression and address
translation using Synopsys design/power compiler in 32-nm
technology. The area of the compressor/decompressor for
OBI and FPC was 31944 μm2, and their power consumption
was 20.01 mW at 1 GHz. The area and power consump-
tion for address translation of each scheme are less than 2%
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TABLE IV
AREA AND POWER OVERHEAD NORMALIZED TO ECC DIMM

(a)

(b)

Fig. 17. Normalized power consumption in detail. (a) Normalized ACT/PRE
power consumption. (b) Normalized Burst power consumption.

of the compressor/decompressor. We also estimated the area
and power consumption of the cache using CACTI 6.5 [39].
The area of the 512B cache was 6335 μm2, and its power
consumption was 5.55 mW in 32-nm technology. Table IV
summarizes the hardware overhead and performance improve-
ment of LoComp. Each value is normalized to ECC DIMM.
The total area increased for DRAM controller of LoComp was
38666 μm2, which was less than 1% compared to the 6 mm2

of a commercial 1-channel DRAM controller including PHY.
The area of a commercial DRAM controller was derived with
32-nm processor [40]. And the total power overhead was 26.05
mW, which was about 2.6% compared to 1000 mW of ARM
cores in the DRAM access behavior model [41]. For fair com-
parison with the prior works, we equally set the cache size and
applied the same compressor for each scheme, while E3CC had
only the cache overhead. In off-chip DRAM side, since ECC
DIMM only required an additional ECC chip, other schemes
reduced the DRAM chip array by 11.1% and eliminated the
refresh power for the ECC chip. DRAM power indicates the
sum of the burst, bank activation (ACT)/precharge (PRE), and
refresh power for each scheme.

LoComp and LoComp+ had less performance degradation
as well as reduced DRAM power as shown in Table IV because
these ECC schemes reduced redundant access for leftovers
and/or metadata. Most especially, power efficiency is in ACT
and burst operations with the power breakdown. Fig. 17(a)
plots the ACT/PRE power consumption of each ECC scheme
normalized to baseline, which is the power of ECC DIMM.
E3CC, COP, and MemZip have average power consumption
of 3%, 11%, and 4%, respectively, over the baseline. In con-
trast, LoComp shows the same ACT/PRE power consumption
as E3CC. As expected, E3CC and LoComp consumed less

power to activate the row of DRAM compared to COP and
MemZip because E3CC and LoComp did not impair the orig-
inal locality of a data sequence. LoComp+ further reduced
ACT/PRE power consumption to baseline. Fig. 17(b) shows
the burst power consumption of each ECC scheme normal-
ized to the baseline. The average power consumption of E3CC,
COP, and MemZip for the whole benchmarks was 35%, 14%,
and 56% greater, respectively, than the baseline. In contrast,
LoComp and LoComp+ consumed relatively less burst power,
at 23% and 7%, respectively, over the baseline. This is because
the cache utilization of LoComp and LoComp+ was opti-
mized for both leftovers and metadata. Moreover, LoComp
and LoComp+ decreased the write granularity to eliminate the
read–modify–write operations, as described in Section IV-D.

VI. CONCLUSION

DRAM reliability is required not only in server systems
or data centers, but also in embedded systems, such as an
enterprise SSD. In this paper, we proposed a novel ECC
scheme using compression methods, which overcomes draw-
backs such as damage of locality and costly read–modify–
write operations for redundant access. The proposed LoComp
leveraged the benefits of compression, data layout for local-
ity, and metadata management to improve performance with
the embedded ECC scheme. These three orthogonal factors
make LoComp an effective solution for DRAM reliability
and performance issues in embedded systems. In addition,
LoComp allows 10% more compression cache lines by opti-
mizing the typical compression engine in dftl benchmarks.
The performance evaluation with contemporary ECC schemes
shows how the compressible ratio, cache hit ratio, and request
pattern affect DRAM access time. In the experiment, LoComp
increased DRAM access time by 48% normalized to the
baseline. However, previous studies have shown increased
overhead, relatively from 68% to twice the value com-
pared to baseline. Moreover, LoComp+ enhanced performance
through the reorganized layout and there was an additional
performance improvement of 15% compared to LoComp.
Consequently, LoComp and LoComp+ minimized the over-
head for the reliability of dense data structures in DRAMs
without redundant ECC chips.
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